Additional components required

- Prox Reader (Solo or Lattice)

Tools required

- Hammer action drilling machine
- 5mm masonry drill bit
- #1 Posi-drive screwdriver

SURFACE MOUNTING OF ANTI-KNOCK SHIELD TO WALL

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
Drilling Template

Drill holes A to a depth of 10mm
Drill holes B to a depth of 45mm

Position drilling template (provided alongside) at optimum height.

Drill holes as indicated on drilling template.

Insert Fisher plugs supplied with prox reader as indicated.

Attach the anti-knock shield to the wall using the 8 x 40 posi-drive screws supplied with the prox reader.
Attach the mounting plate to the anti-knock shield with the 8 x 25 posi-drive screws.

Refer to the installation manual supplied with the prox reader to complete the installation.
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